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* Image for illustrative purposes only.

Size Part No Barcode

40g Black 0373 5020618003731

40g Clear 0374 5020618003748

Product Description
Granville Silicone Sealant is an acetoxy cure silicone sealant
that cures quickly to provide a permanently flexible, high
strength waterproof seal. Specifically designed for automotive
and industrial applications. Granville RTV Silicone is ideally
suited for sealing windscreen glass (NOT bonding), electrical
connections, sealing around light units, rear light clusters and
so on.

Product Benefits
* Permanently flexible
* Quick curing
* Excellent waterproof sealing

Product Usage
Granville Silicone Sealant is ideally suited for sealing
windscreen glass (NOT bonding), electrical connections,
sealing around light units, rear light clusters and so on.

Directions for Use
Unscrew cap, pierce end and apply nozzle supplied, cut nozzle cleanly at an angle of 45° with an opening slightly
larger than the gap to be sealed. Best results will be obtained by keeping even pressure on the tube and keeping the
tube at a constant angle to the surface being sealed.

Storage Instructions
Store in a cool dry place between 5°C and 25°C

Shelf Life
18 months from date of manufacture.

Specification Information
Operating Temperature: -40°C to 200°C (250°C intermittent)
Cure Time: 4mm per 24 hours
Skinning Time: 5 minutes @ 20°C
Cleaning: Uncured silicone - White Spirit

 Appearance :     Coloured paste

 Odour :     Characteristic - solvent

 Specific Gravity :     1.02

Solubility :     Insoluble in water
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 Flashpoint :     >70°C

Safety Precautions
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

Transport Classification
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

* The information contained in this leaflet is provided to enable the user to assess the product and should not be taken as a
specification. All information provided is given in good faith, we can however not assume liability. It is up to the user to ensure that

the information and the product is suitable for the use intended.
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